
Nancy Drew Files 46: Win, Place, or Die: A
Detective Nancy Drew Mystery
Nancy Drew Files 46: Win, Place, or Die is the 46th installment in the
Nancy Drew Files series of mystery novels. The book was written by
Carolyn Keene and published by Simon & Schuster in 1996. In this exciting
mystery, Nancy Drew investigates the suspicious death of a racehorse
trainer.

Plot Summary

Nancy Drew is attending the Kentucky Derby with her friends Bess and
George when she witnesses the tragic death of racehorse trainer Jack
Fletcher. The police initially rule Fletcher's death as an accident, but Nancy
suspects foul play. She begins her own investigation and soon discovers
that Fletcher was involved in a betting scandal. Nancy also learns that
Fletcher had been receiving threatening letters in the weeks leading up to
his death.
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As Nancy digs deeper into the investigation, she uncovers a web of deceit
and corruption. She learns that several people had motives for wanting
Fletcher dead, including his rival trainers, the owners of the horses he was
training, and even the jockeys who rode his horses. Nancy must race
against time to find Fletcher's killer and bring them to justice.

Characters

Nancy Drew

Nancy Drew is the main protagonist of the Nancy Drew Files series. She is
a 16-year-old amateur detective who is known for her intelligence, courage,
and determination. In Win, Place, or Die, Nancy uses her skills to
investigate the death of Jack Fletcher and uncover the truth behind the
betting scandal.

Bess Marvin

Bess Marvin is Nancy's best friend. She is a kind and loyal friend who is
always willing to help Nancy with her investigations. In Win, Place, or Die,
Bess accompanies Nancy to the Kentucky Derby and helps her with her
investigation.

George Fayne

George Fayne is Nancy's other best friend. She is a tomboy who is known
for her athleticism and quick wit. In Win, Place, or Die, George helps Nancy
investigate the betting scandal and identify the suspects.

Jack Fletcher

Jack Fletcher is the racehorse trainer who is murdered in Win, Place, or
Die. He is a respected trainer who has a reputation for winning races.



However, Nancy soon discovers that Fletcher was involved in a betting
scandal and was receiving threatening letters in the weeks leading up to his
death.

Themes

Win, Place, or Die explores several themes, including the dangers of
gambling, the importance of justice, and the power of friendship. Nancy's
investigation into Fletcher's death uncovers the dark side of the horse
racing industry, where betting scandals and corruption are rampant.
Nancy's determination to find Fletcher's killer and bring them to justice
shows the importance of fighting for what is right, even when it is difficult.

The book also highlights the power of friendship. Nancy, Bess, and George
are a close-knit trio who support each other through thick and thin. They
work together to solve the mystery and bring the killer to justice, proving
that friendship can overcome any obstacle.

Nancy Drew Files 46: Win, Place, or Die is an exciting and suspenseful
mystery that will keep readers on the edge of their seats. Nancy Drew's
investigation into the death of Jack Fletcher uncovers a web of deceit and
corruption, and she must race against time to find the killer and bring them
to justice. The book explores important themes such as the dangers of
gambling, the importance of justice, and the power of friendship, making it
a great read for both young adults and adults.

Nancy Drew standing in front of a racehorse with her friends Bess and
George
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